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what we do
advisory firm dedicated to 

online classifieds + marketplaces

m&a

capital raising

where we work
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who I am
Malcolm Myers 

12 years of classifieds

former head of m&a at Naspers              
former m&a advisor to Scout24

CEO of eiv

european internet ventures.
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value creation to date. 1
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note: The chart is illustrative and not exhaustive. Some companies span more than one category
source: Company websites, EIV Analysis

online recruitment ecosystem.
vertical marketplaces 

BLUE COLLAR / TEMP

DEVELOPERS

GRADUATES

OTHER

horizontal listings platforms

tech-powered recruitment capabilities

ATS / CRM
META SEARCH CLASSIFIEDS 2.0

PROGRAMMATIC /
CANDIDATE SOURCING

MATCHING CANDIDATE ENGAGMENT
SCREENING / VERIFYING

TESTING / INTERVIEWING
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note: Enterprise values correct as of 31.03.2020 source: company accounts FY 2019, EIV analysis: scope is listed recruitment classifieds / marketplaces companies worldwide; 
where unavailable, enterprise value estimated at 4-6x last reported revenues; Monster EV reflects consideration paid by Randstad in 2016

$80 billion of value in online quoted 
recruitment platforms. 
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RECRUITMENT PLATFORMS / MARKETPLACES RANKED BY ACTUAL/IMPLIED ENTERPRISE VALUE

• online recruitment classifieds/marketplaces segment is dominated by LinkedIn and Indeed/Glassdoor
• the remaining quoted players account for $14B in EV or just 18% of the segment combined
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note: TAM assumes only a percentage of each type of vacancy has a recruitment budget attached to it (20% for lowest paid jobs and 70% for the highest), 
and that each position is filled at a cost in proportion to one year’s salary, ranging from 4% for the lowest paid positions to 12.5% for the highest paid.
source: International Labor Statistics report from July 2019, EIV estimates and analyses 

recruitment platform value in context.
Low Lower Mid Upper Mid High Total

Global Workforce (M) 298                1,189             1,280             616                3,382             
Job Changes per year (M) 119                392                320                123                955                
TAM ($B) 2.9 56.5 320.0 377.1 756.4

● the global workforce of 3.4 billion, represents an estimated recruitment services 
TAM of $756B, based upon just under 1 billion job changes per year

● the quoted recruitment platforms have an approximate combined revenue of $13.5B 
or about 1.8% of the TAM

● current average monetization levels are equivalent to just $14 per position filled
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why so little value in the quoted platforms?
● many large platform players are in private hands e.g. ZipRecruiter, MaiMai (China’s 

LinkedIn), or Job & Talent
● substantial value is being created at the periphery of classifieds and marketplaces, in ATS,  

Sourcing Boosters, Screening (for motivation, fit), Testing/Evaluating
● a large chunk of employer recruitment budget is still going to old fashioned recruitment or 

staffing agencies, who re-invest only about 10% of their fees into classifieds and marketplace 
platforms

these fundamentals should drive a healthy investor interest into the next generation of 
platforms and services addressing recruitment needs



recent VC investments.2
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● $4B has been invested in online recruitment start ups since 2017

● marketplaces account for 74% of the total, with $720M going into the blue collar and temporary recruitment verticals alone

● the remaining $1B has been invested in companies providing software and services to help discover, filter, match             
and engage candidates

● increasingly companies are developing services blending two or more of the above – e.g. software which both finds      
passive candidates (“sourcing boosters”), engages and tests them (“screening/testing”)
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$4 billion in capital deployed. 
ONLINE RECRUITMENT VC INVESTMENT SINCE 2017

source: Crunchbase accessed 31.03.20; data refers to companies raising a minimum of $5M in total with one or more rounds in 2017 or later
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insights from capital deployed. 
MARKETPLACES EXCL. BC/TEMP
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● average capital invested per Marketplace (excl. BC/temp) is $26M in Europe compared to $105M in the US and $122M in China
● for blue collar / temporary jobs, Europe leads in overall deals (11) and with similar amounts raised per company – reflecting the growth of multi-country 

platforms in Europe
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insights from capital deployed. 
ATS

$M $M

number of 
companies 2                 5                    1                  2

SOURCING BOOSTERS

$M $M

number of 
companies 

● US dominates recent global funding for ATS with an average of $50M per raise, reflecting both ambitions for both product scope and           
market share

● in contrast companies focused on tapping into increasingly sophisticated forms of candidate outreach have found favour particularly in Europe
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insights from capital deployed. 
TESTING
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number of 
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● the “Testing” bucket includes prequalification and assessment, psychometric and skills tests, and candidate interviewing platforms
● the average funding requirements are $7M in Europe and $23M in the US
● China provides an outlier due to the $255M invested in video interviewing platform Mofang HR 

Europe US China 
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who’s investing? 

• rankings of the world’s most active HR 
Tech investors (i.e. broader scope than 
Recruitment), show the most active early 
stage investors - across any category -
in the top 2 slots

• VCs such as NEA or Andreessen 
Horowitz are similarly prolific, having 
raised $8B and $4B respectively since 
2017
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who’s investing_ europe? 

focusing on the recruitment companies raising more than $5M 
(and having raised at least 1 round since 2017), a few investors stand out 
as having invested in 2 or even 3 investments in the space

DENOTES LEAD OR CO-LEAD
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who’s investing_ RoW? 

similarly, outside Europe, a few investors stand out as having 
funded at least 2 successful startups in the recruitment space

Jazz Venture Partners is an HRTech specialist fund

DENOTES LEAD OR CO-LEAD



attracting VC investment.3
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attractiveness of the recruitment vertical
“we remain somewhat underwhelmed by the overall market“

“(our “no“) is primarily due to the job market and how it is likely to react in less favourable 
economic times”

competition
“main reasons (for saying “no”) are our concerns over the market being extremely 
competitive and difficulty differentiating vs. other players”

“(we are concerned about) the forthcoming launch of Google for Jobs and its impact on your 
business model“

“in evaluating the space I think we found it just a bit too crowded. Not only with the direct 
competitors such as Indeed, but also more indirect/orthogonal competitors”
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quotes from VCs.

source: written feedback from VCs for Series B funding during 2018/2019



differentiation
“we struggle to see a long-lasting differentiation in this market”

“we look for obvious competitive advantage in respect of other incumbents in the market. 
We compared (you) to some competitors in the market and we didn´t see a clear 
competitive advantage either technical or otherwise”

size of likely exit value
“our worry is that your relationship with jobseekers is not deep enough to reach the 
$B+ valuation we would look for.”

“I am concerned that things will go quite well, and you will emerge a mid-sized, profitable 
player, held back (from becoming big) by the intensity of competition. We‘ll end up at an 
exit value somewhere between €50M -€100M, which for a relatively large fund like ours, is 
(unfortunately) a no go.”
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quotes from VCs.

source: written feedback from VCs for Series B funding during 2018/2019



$5M for 20% means for 20x returns VCs need you to build a business 
that sells for $500M - less than 1% do
● explain in the cover note and early in your presentation why Google                                   

for Jobs/LinkedIn/Indeed won’t crush you

● have a TAM measured in $B and be regional/global; a new business,                          
not a feature of someone else’s

● have a DNA of sustainable differentiation / either by being unique or by delivering 3x-
10x superior value than your closest competitor

● ensure your business model is scalable, ideally driven by network effects

● provide evidence of attractive and improving unit economics
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what can you do to maximize your business’ 
chances of accessing future funding?



it would also help to see 
some more great exits–
like Microsoft buying 
Linkedin for $26.2B ...
(announced during Rec Plus 2016)
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thank you
Malcolm Myers Founder & CEO // European Internet Ventures
mm@europeaninternetventures.com |  malcolmmyers on LinkedIn 


